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Rutherford scattering diagnostic for the Madison symmetric torus
reversed-field pinch

J. C. Reardon, G. Fiksel, and C. B. Forest
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

A. F. Abdrashitov, V. I. Davydenko, A. A. Ivanov, S. A. Korepanov, S. V. Murachtin,
and G. I. Shulzhenko
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibrsk 630090, Russia

~Presented on 19 June 2000!

The technique of Rutherford scattering~RS! has been used~for the first time on a reversed-field
pinch! to measure the bulk majority ion temperature on the Madison symmetric torus~MST!. RS has
been in routine operation on MST since December 1999. The neutral beam source and electrostatic
energy analyzers which comprise the RS diagnostic were built by the Budker Institute of Nuclear
Physics~Novosibrsk, Russia!. The source is described in another paper~Abdrashitovet al., these
proceedings! and the analyzers are described. A data analysis routine has been developed which
yields accurate fits to the data, and estimates of errors in the fit parameters. Typical results are
shown. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1321737#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of a neutral beam to determine the bulk majo
ion temperature of a gas or plasma, by measuring the sm
angle scattering of the beam atoms, was first propose
1972.1 This technique requires the neutral beam be appr
mately mono-energetic, with energy much greater than
temperature of the plasma. Some of the beam atoms
undergo small-angle Coulomb scattering off of plasma io
without being ionized~hence the name,Rutherford scatter-
ing!, and will retain information about the ion velocity dis
tribution f i . In particular, upon the assumption thatf i is
Maxwellian, the ion temperatureTi can be found from the
width of the energy spectrum of the scattered atoms. In
simplest case, a mono-energetic beam~of energyE0) with
zero angular spread, the energy spectrum of atoms scat
by angleu!1 is approximately Gaussian, with a varianceD
and a centroidEc given by2

D5A2mE0Tiu
2, Ec5E0~12mu2!, ~1!

wherem5mb /mi . ~There is an additional shift inEc caused
by nonzero bulk ion flow velocity, which will be neglecte
here.! Typically, u is chosen to be about 10° as a comp
mise between improved accuracy and decreasing signal~due
to the well-known 1/sin4u dependence of the Coulomb sca
tering cross-section!. A complication arises for a real beam
with nonzero energy spread and angular divergence, sinc
this case a detector at a fixed location observes atoms w
have undergone scattering by a range of anglesu, and theu
dependence in the Coulomb cross-section results in a
Gaussian spectrum. In addition, a real analyzer with a fi
acceptance angle will record scatterings which have occu
over a finite volume. RS has seen limited use by the fus
community, on the tokamaks T-4,3 JT-60,4 and TEXTOR,5

and on the mirror GDT.6
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II. APPARATUS

The RS diagnostic consists of a 20 KV DINA-5F neutr
beam source,7 which produces a 4 Aequivalent-current beam
of helium atoms for a duration of 3 ms, and two 12-chan
electrostatic energy analyzers, all of which were design
and constructed at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physic
Novosibrsk, Russia~and delivered to the University of Wis
consin on time and within budget!. A cross-section of one o
the analyzers is shown in Fig. 1. Scattered atoms enter f
below after being collimated by passing through two slits,
widths 6 and 12 mm, separated by 33 cm~seven baffles are
inserted between these two slits, in order to reject ato
reflected by the sides of the tube!. The atoms then pas
through a stripping cell filled with hydrogen gas, and som
are ionized. A few of the ions then pass through a 1 mmslit
in the lower plate of the 45° electrostatic analyzer, and
counter an electrostatic field perpendicular to the plates.
range of the ion~measured along the lower plate! is propor-
tional to the ion’s incident velocity. The voltages of the an
lyzer plates are provided by tapping into the beam volta
source. This is done in order to compensate for any droo
the beam voltage~which is observed to be less that 10%!.
Ions in a selected energy range are detected by a 12-a
multi-channel plate~MCP! with a current amplification fac-
tor of 103; the energy range for this set of experiments w
0.75 ,E/E0,1.1. The current from each channel is sent
a solid-state current-to-voltage amplifier with a transimpe
ance of 106 V/A, so that an incident ion current of 20 pA
produces an output voltage of 0.02 V, typical of the ma
mum signal from a hydrogen plasma. Voltages from all
channels are digitized at 1 MHz, while the beam voltage
digitized at 100 kHz; the digitizers are controlled via CA
MAC and data is stored on a VAX.

The source and the analyzers are installed on MST8 as
shown in Fig. 2. The axes of the two analyzers can be til
or translated independently. For this set of experiments, b
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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analyzer axes were tilted by 10.2° to the vertical, and e
analyzer axis was translated so that the analyzer sight
intersected the beam axis approximately 15 cm below M
midplane. The scattering volume, formed by the intersec
of the beam and the analyzer sight-lines, has a radial ex
of about 30 cm, and is shown as the dark region near
center of MST in Fig. 2. All data presented here are from o
of the analyzers. Comparison of spectra from the two a
lyzers will allow measurement of the poloidal ion flow v
locity, which would cause opposite energy shifts in the sp
tra of the two analyzers. This shift is expected to be sm
and was not obvious in the present data set.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

Typical raw data is shown in Fig. 3. The voltage fro
channel 8 is shown as a function of time in the lower pl
and the energy spectrum~averaged between the times of th
two vertical lines! is shown in the upper plot. The bea
energy is represented by the vertical line in the upper p
For each channel, a baseline is calculated both before
after the beam turns on, and a linear interpolation is th
computed and subtracted. Some of the fluctuations that
be seen in the lower plot are due to fluctuations in the be
density or the plasma density, and are coherent across a

FIG. 1. Diagram of Rutherford scattering neutral particle analyzer, show
~1! tilt adjust; ~2! translate adjust;~3! collimation tube;~4! stripping cell;~5!
hydrogen puff valve;~6! 45° electrostatic energy analyzer, bottom plate;~7!
45° electrostatic energy analyzer, top plate; and~8! MCP.
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the channels. Before analysis, the signal from channel
~the highest energy channel! is subtracted from each chann
in order to remove these coherent fluctuations. After
baseline is subtracted, the data is divided into nine 300ms
segments~rejecting data at the start and end of the beam! and
averaged. The averaged data thus consists of nine 12-p
spectra for each analyzer for each plasma discharge.

One signal of non-RS-origin was observed. This sig

g

FIG. 2. Rutherford scattering source and analyzers, as installed on M
The scattering volume is the black region near the center of MST.

FIG. 3. Typical raw data, and spectrum, from 200 kA deuterium plasm
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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took the form of a peak centered between channels 2 an
and became large when the analyzer was pointed to
directly at the port from which the beam emerged; it w
attributed to inelastic scattering of the beam atoms from

FIG. 4. Comparison of analytic fit@‘‘AF,’’ Eq. ~4!, with TD5150 eV,
dashed line#, Monte Carlo simulation@‘‘MC,’’ based on Eq. ~3!, with TD

5120 eV, solid line#, and Gaussian fit@‘‘GF,’’ Eq. ~1!, with TD5104 eV,
dot-dash line# to data from a 200 kA deuterium plasma.
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sides of the port. Its spectral shape was characterized
firing the beam into vacuum, so that the RS signal dis
peared. The non-RS signal was then subtracted from the
on the assumption that it was entirely responsible for
signal on channel 3~for which the RS signal is expected t
be very small!. The spectrum shown in Fig. 3 is before su
traction; the spectrum shown in Fig. 4 is after subtraction

Great care was taken in determining the best algorit
to fit the data. Previous theoretical work9,10 leads to the fol-
lowing expression for the energy distributionf(E) of scat-
tered atoms in the case of an ideal beam:

f ~E!5CFZpZbe2

4pe0
G 2

1

E0
3ApE

mTi

1

sin4u

3expH 2~E2E0~12m sin2 u!!2

4mE0Ti
J , ~2!

where the initial factorC includes detector efficiency, beam
attenuation by plasma, and probability of RS as compa
with charge exchange, all of which are assumed to be in
pendent of the final energy of the atom. In order to acco
for the finite beam energy spread and finite scattering v
ume, we write
f ~E!5 f 0E E dE0due2~E02E !2/2DE0
2

e2~E2E0~12m sin2 u!!2/4mE0Tiu
2

e2~uc2u!2/2Du2 AE

sin4 u
, ~3!
t to

3

ar-
-

e
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whereE , the beam energy centroid, is taken to be the d
tized beam voltage. The three parameters areuc , the effec-
tive average scattering angle;DE0 , the beam energy sprea
and Du, which includes the effects of the beam spat
width, the beam angular divergence, and the accepta
angle of the analyzer. These three parameters are determ
from fitting the data from scattering on room-temperatu
hydrogen~or deuterium! gas, for which the second expone
tial factor may be approximated as a Diracd-function. For
plasma, the broadening off (E) caused byTi cannot be ne-
glected~indeed, it is the goal of the measurement! and only
the integral overdE0 is analytic. We approximateu;uc in
the 1/sin4 u term, and making use of the small angle a
proximation find thatf (E) can be written

f ~E!5 f 0AE
ApD2

AD1
2D2

21D2
2D3

21D3
2D1

2

3exp H 2~D1
2~E22E3!21D2

2~E32E1!21D3
2~E12E2!2!

D1
2D2

21D2
2D3

21D3
2D1

2 J ,

~4!

where

E152uc , D1
25

Du224ucDu

4ln~12Du/uc!
,

i-

l
ce
ed

e

-

E25AE2E

Em
,

D2
25

4uc
2Ti

Em

11 ~DE0
2/2mETiuc

2!~12m sin2 uc!
2

~uc2A~E2E!/Em!2
,

E35uc , D3
252Du2.

Using this equation, there are two free parameters to be fi
the data,f 0 andTi .

Typical fits ~corresponding to the data shown in Fig.!
are shown in Fig. 4. The analytic fit to Eq.~4! ~AF, dashed
line! gives Ti5150 eV, while a Monte Carlo simulation
based on Eq.~3! ~MC , solid line! gives Ti5120 eV, a
slightly smaller temperature corresponding to a slightly n
rower peak width. Both fits reproduce the ‘‘tail’’ on the low
energy side of the peak~channels 5 and 6!, but the Monte
Carlo fit typically has slightly smallerx2. Thus the result of
the Monte Carlo fit is used as the measured value ofTi . The
Gaussian fit to Eq.~1! ~GF, dot-dash line! does not repro-
duce the low-energy tail and gives a substantially higherx2,
and lowerTi , than the other methods. However, the tim
variations of temperatures from the three fits are similar,
lowing the much faster Gaussian fit to be used to prov
quick overviews of the data.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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IV. ERROR ANALYSIS

It is difficult to calculate rigorously the error inTi from
the fit, because the errors in the 12 detector signals are
known. We estimate the error in the fitTi by a statistical
method based on the variances2 between the measure
spectrum and the Monte Carlo fit. An ensemble of simula
spectra is created, each of which has a variance ofs2 relative
to the fit. The deviations of each point in a simulated sp
trum from the corresponding point in the fit are assigned
random, subject to the constraint on the total variance. Th
simulated data sets are then themselves fit, resulting
range of simulatedTi measurements. The error in fitTi cor-
responds to the median 50% of the simulatedTi measure-
ments. Typical data from a 200 kA deuterium discharge
shown in Fig. 5. The error in the fitTi due to noise in the
detector signals~indicated by the error bars! is smaller than
the variation inTi during the discharge.

FIG. 5. TheTi measurements during a 200 kA discharge in deuterium. E
bars are estimated from the variances2 between the measured spectrum a
the Monte Carlo fit.
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V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Measurements have been made using the RS diagn
on a wide range of MST plasmas. The diagnostic has op
ated reliably in all conditions. A data analysis routine h
been developed which rejects non-RS signals and prov
estimates ofTi with associated error bars. Measurements
Ti during scans of plasma density and plasma current in b
hydrogen and deuterium discharges have been made an
being compared to measurements from other diagnos
Work has begun attempting to understand these meas
ments using simple transport models. Comparison of
spectra measured by the two analyzers will soon be
tempted, resulting in an estimate of the poloidal ion flo
velocity. Modification of the analyzers to improve sign
without decreasingTi resolution is under discussion.
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